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Abstract 

 The Scalable Virtual Network is an automated network installation, configuration, 

and deployment solution.  It is simplistic enough to be used by the most basic 

Information Technology user who administers a small business or non-profit-

organization network infrastructure, and powerful enough to be used by an experienced 

administrator of a medium-sized-to-large-business expecting growth.  With minimal 

planning, utilizing VMware (an industry standard virtualization platform) the Scalable 

Virtual Network can produce an entire network infrastructure in minutes, reducing 

installation, configuration, deployment cost, and drastically reducing total cost of 

ownership.  This tool was developed in Visual Studio.NET 2005 using Visual Basic.  

Two iterations of this tool were created to either run on a Windows-based or Linux-based 

platform. 
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The Scalable Virtual Network 

 

INTRODUCTION 

There are several non-profit organizations and small-to-medium-size businesses that do 

not have network infrastructures that meet their requirements and the current standards.  

This is due to a lack of resources and often an inexperienced Information Technology 

department to build such an infrastructure.  An appropriate solution that provides a robust 

and scalable network including domain controllers, files servers, messaging servers, 

terminal services, Web services, and configured client access is The Scalable Virtual 

Network also known as the SVN.   

 

DISCUSSION 

This section covers problems with most current small-to-medium-size business and non-

profit organization network infrastructures, solution, implementation of The Scalable 

Virtual Network, as well as rationale and benefits of the SVN. 

 

Problems with Current Small Business and Non-Profit Organization 

Network Infrastructures 

Many small-to-medium-size businesses and non-profit organizations have network 

infrastructures that have high total cost of ownership, also referred to as TCO.  The 

majority of these costs are tied up in three main categories:  hardware, licensing 

(software), and physical network management that can be highlighted on a larger scale as 

seen in Figure 1.   
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Hardware Hardware costs are tied up in the purchasing of new hardware, updating 

existing hardware, and replacing hardware.  Currently many small businesses have a 

large number of under-utilized servers that have one application per x86-based machine 

(1, p. 3).  This is due to the business requirement of maintaining separation of services for 

security and fault tolerance.  When replacing or adding new hardware to a network 

infrastructure, there can be long provisioning cycles.  This means a long duration 

between hardware purchase and when the hardware is go-live or has been implemented. 

 

Licensing Most software vendors charge licensing fees based on the number of 

processors on a particular piece of hardware (2, p. 2).    For most small businesses and 

non-profit organizations, licensing costs can be overwhelming, especially with their 

often-limited budgets for Information Technology.  These costs can quickly accumulate 

and multiply as network services grow and software upgrades are required. 

 

Network Management Network Management includes designing, developing, 

implementing, and maintaining a secure fault-tolerant network infrastructure.  This can 

be difficult for small-to-medium-size businesses and non-profit organizations due to 

limited funding, resources, and often a knowledgeable Information Technology 

department.  Traditional server setups do not allow network managers or administrators 

to build and test new implementations on a controlled platform before deployment easily 

or inexpensively (3, p. 2).  The combination of inexperienced network administrators and 

new implementations that have not been tested in the live environment, can lead to major 
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network infrastructure catastrophes (3, p. 2). 

 

 
Figure 1 Example of Traditional Network Infrastructure Costs 
Sources: (4, p. 16) 
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Product Description 
 
The Scalable Virtual Network (SVN) addresses the three highlighted problem areas of 

hardware, licensing, and network management in a cost-effective manner.  To highlight 

scalability, multiple network server packages were created utilizing the SVN’s automated 

setup and configuration tools; there are two primary packages.   

 

Small Package The services in each package were created in such a way that they 

can be easily added and subtracted from each package to further highlight scalability.  

The first and smaller package aimed towards a small organization or non-profit 

organization consists of: a domain controller, file server, Web server, and dynamic host 

configuration protocol (DHCP) based on VMware Server utilizing scripts to automate 

most setup and configuration as seen in Figure 2. 

  

 
Figure 2 Network Diagram of Small Server Package 
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Large Package The second network server package aimed towards a medium-size 

organization expecting growth consists of: two domain controllers, file servers, Web 

server, domain name server (DNS), Microsoft Exchange Server (messaging server), 

terminal services, DHCP, and virtual private networking (VPN) while also utilizing 

scripts to automate setup and configuration as seen in Figure 3. 

Figure 3 Network Diagram of Large Server Package 
 

 

Intended Use 

The creation of the SVN is intended to drastically reduce cost, the necessity for a 

knowledgeable information technology staff, as well as time to design, implement, and 

deploy initial services for a full go-live network infrastructure.  The SVN reduces these 

times by 75.4% from 227 minutes to 56 minutes (these numbers were obtained by doing 

three setup and configurations of a virtualized network with the SVN and without.  Times 
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were then averaged). 

 

User Profiles 

The Scalable Virtual Networks user group is small as it is primarily infrastructure with 

little interface.  The interaction is mainly setup, configuration, and maintenance.  There 

are two primary user profiles that interact with the interface and infrastructure of the 

SVN.  These users are the Network Administrator and Infrastructure Team Member. 

 

Network Administrator The network administrator is responsible for setup, 

configuration, and maintenance of the SVN.  This profile exists for both the small 

network (small business or non-profit organization) and the medium network expecting 

growth.  

 

Infrastructure Team Member The infrastructure team member is someone within 

the organization utilizing the SVN who is responsible for maintenance of the network.  

This user is not quite as tech savvy as the Network Administrator. 

 
 
 
Design Protocols 

The Scalable Virtual Network has multiple network services interacting with each other.  

There are two primary user groups with different functions as well as some shared.  

Deployment scripting and mini-setup wizards are used to interact with network services 

for setup and configuration during deployment. 
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Deliverables (objectives) 
 
The Scalable Virtual Network project includes the following deliverables: 

• Small Virtual Network using VMware Server on a Windows-based server. 

• Large Virtual Network using VMware Infrastructure 3 on a Linux-based server.  

• The ability to interchange services between network packages to highlight 

scalability. 

• Scripting on both networks to automate and ease setup and configuration for both 

networks. 

 

Proof of Design 

In this section we will highlight our technical achievements for the Scalable Virtual 

Network. 

 

Configuration of Packages The two primary packages being created have 

several services in each, such as domain controllers, file servers, Web server, domain 

name server (DNS), Microsoft Exchange Server (messaging server), terminal services, 

DHCP, and virtual private networking (VPN).  These services are created in a way that 

they can easily be added and subtracted from each network package to increase or 

decrease the size and capability of each network. 

 

Platforms The Scalable Virtual Network has been developed to operate on 

VMware’s free VMware Server, a Windows-based platform, as well as VMware’s 

Virtual Infrastructure 3 ESX Server, a Linux-based platform that allows greater 
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expandability and performance.  The SVN was developed to operate on both platforms to 

provide greater flexibility. 

 

VMware Server Implementation The scripts for the VMware server implementation 

of the SVN have been created to address and alleviate the complexities of implementing 

and deploying a virtual network on a Windows-based platform.  The end user is 

prompted with a welcome screen to begin setup and configuration as seen in Figure 4.  

For more information on installation of the SVN for the VMware Server implementation, 

reference appendix A. 

 

 
Figure 4 Welcome Screen for VMware Server Implementation 
 

The scripts allow the end user to launch initial setup of the virtual network through a 

simple interface as seen in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 Initial Setup Screen for VMware Server Implementation 
 

After providing the directory where the pre-configured virtual hard drives have been 

stored, the end user can choose to either generate servers individually, or as one package 

by selecting the “Generate All Servers” button as seen in Figure 5.  Once the scripts are 

executed, the virtual hard-drive files and settings files are created and registered to the 

VMware server as seen in the left panel of Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 Virtual Machines Populating in the VMware Console for VMware Server 
Implementation 
 

When the end user specifies a service to add to the network, the script calls the 

corresponding pre-defined and pre-configured virtual hard disk.  Later if the end user 

desires to add another custom service to their network, they can do so by simply selecting 

the “Add Custom Virtual Machine” from the welcome screen as seen in Figure 4.  There, 

they can enter their information following the easy and user-friendly steps on the custom 

virtual machine setup interface as seen in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 Custom Virtual Machine Setup Screen for VMware Server Implementation 
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ESX Implementation The scripts for the ESX implementation of the SVN have 

been created to address and alleviate the complexities of implementing and deploying a 

virtual network on VMware’s proprietary Linux-based platform.  The end user is 

prompted with a welcome screen to begin setup and configuration as seen in Figure 8.  

For more information on installation of the SVN for the ESX implementation, reference 

appendix B. 

 
Figure 8 Welcome Screen for ESX Implementation 
 

The scripts allow the end user to launch initial setup of the virtual network through a 

simple interface as seen in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9 Initial Setup Screen for ESX Implementation 
 

By providing the correct IP for the VMware ESX server, and user credentials, the end 

users can choose to either generate servers individually, or as one package by selecting 

the “Generate All Servers” button as seen in Figure 9.  With the IP address and user 

credentials correctly entered, the scripts are generated locally on a Windows-based 

platform and remotely executed on the ESX server through the use of Putty’s SSH tunnel.  

Once the scripts are executed remotely, the virtual hard-drive files and settings files are 

created and registered to the VMware server as seen in the bottom of Figure 10. 
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Figure 10 Virtual Machines Registering in the VMware Console for ESX 
Implementation 
 

Once the virtual hard drives are registered, they then populate in the server inventory list 

as seen in the left column of Figure 11.  

Figure 11 Virtual Machines Populating in the VMware Console for ESX Implementation 
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When the end user specifies a service to add to the network, the script calls the 

corresponding pre-defined and pre-configured virtual hard disk.  Later if the end user 

desires to add another custom service to their network, they can do so by simply selecting 

the “Add Custom Virtual Machine” from the welcome screen as seen in Figure 8.  There, 

they can enter their information following the easy and user-friendly steps on the custom 

virtual machine setup interface as seen in Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12 Custom Virtual Machine Setup Screen for ESX Implementation 
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Pre-Configured Virtual Hard Drives All of the services have been setup and 

configured to Microsoft’s best practices and standards, then made into distributable 

virtual hard drives.  After the services were correctly configured, they were then 

Syspreped by Microsoft’s system preparation tool, allowing the end user to provide user-

specific information such as computer name and license information as seen in Figure 13. 

  
Figure 13 Mini Setup Wizard License Information Prompt 
 

Domain Controllers The domain controllers were configured slightly differently 

because of Microsoft’s limitations of Syspreping domain controllers.  The base Microsoft 

Window’s 2003 Enterprise Edition server is to be deployed by a base image, and then 

upon first boot, setup will launch an unintended promotion of the system to become a 

domain controller.  The end user will still be prompted to enter license information and 

domain name. 
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Project Timeline 

There were six main tasks completed for this project.  They are described below and 

shown in Figure 14. 

 

Learn VMware Scripting 
January 8th – February 14th 
 
VMware ESX Server allows for scripts to be run against the server to monitor 

performance, perform maintenance, and provision new servers. During this time we 

continued our research and learned how to script against VMware to get our desired 

results.  

 

Hardware Environment Setup 
January 22nd – January 26th 
 
The hardware used throughout this project was on loan from the College of Applied 

Science, IT Department. Hardware setup consisted of gathering components, physical 

setup of the hardware in the IT Lab, setting up network connectivity to these machines, 

and configuring host operating systems for each server consisting of the ESX server and 

Windows 2003 Server.  

 

Develop Server Modules for the Individual Network Packages 
Winter 2007 in its entirety 
 
Development of these server modules evolved over the entire winter term as we 

customized each network package.  Each module provides a network service once 

deployed into the virtual network. These instances were built in accordance to the 

Microsoft Server Best Practices Guides. 
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Develop Automated Deployment Scripts for the ESX Server Environment 
January 30th – February 13th  
 
We developed scripts that run against the ESX Server in order to help automate the 

provisioning of each server module into the virtual environment.  These scripts allow for 

the end user to be able to launch these server modules with little technical knowledge.  

 

Develop Automated Deployment Interface for the VMware Server 

Environment 

February 2nd – February 16th  
 
We developed an interface that allows for the automated deployment of our server 

modules in the VMware Server environment. Since VMware is hosted in the Windows 

environment, this interface differs from that of the ESX Server which is based on the 

Linux platform.   

 

Packaging of Server Modules 

February 15th – February 22nd  
 
Once all of the modules were pre-built they were then packaged so they can be 

redeployed into different networks. We utilized tools such as Sysprep and other 

automated deployment tools in order to strip each module of its unique information, 

allowing the end users to input basic information such as computer name, domain name, 

and license keys which will be required to launch each module back into their 

environment.    
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Figure 14 Timeline 

 

Updated Budget 

The updated budget for this project encompasses the hardware and software required for 

development of The Scalable Virtual Network and is described in detail below in Figure 

15.  The total retail cost of the project was $9,487.98 using the servers provided by the IT 

computer lab. The recommended retail total of $13,961.98 includes the price of two Dell 

PowerEdge 2950 servers that are recommended for this project.  The actual total for 

development of this project was minimal because most of the hardware, software, and 

licensing agreements with the University of Cincinnati are provided by the IT computer 

lab and academic alliance.  The only major update to the budget was the replacement of 

the previous USB hard drive with Apple’s iPod for removable storage which is described 

below and highlighted in Figure 15.  
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Item Description Retail Cost Actual Cost 
Servers Used Provided by IT computer lab $ - $0.00  

Two Dell PowerEdge 2950 Recommended servers 11064.00 N/A 
Microsoft Windows Server 
2003 Enterprise Edition 

Included in recommended 
server cost as a package;  
Provided by IT computer lab 

6590.00 0.00 

VMware Virtualization 
Software 

Provided by IT computer lab 1000.00 0.00 

Microsoft Visual Studio 
.NET 2005 

Provided by IT computer lab 799.00 0.00 

Microsoft Exchange Server 
2003 

Provided by IT computer lab 699.00 0.00 

80Gb Apple iPod Have 349.99 349.99 
VMware Scripting Book Have 49.99 49.99 
  Retail Total: 9,487.98   

  Recommended Retail Total: $13,961.98    
  Actual Total:   $398.99  
Figure 15 Budget 
Sources: (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) 

 
 
Technical Details 

This project was developed with several tools. These tools include the following: 

Hardware: 

• Two x86 Compatible Servers  
These servers were used to host VMware’s ESX Server and VMware 
Server as the base platforms. 
 

• 80Gb External Hard Drive 
An 80Gb external hard drive was used to backup all data and virtual 
machines for this project. 
 

Software: 

This project used software that is available to IT students through the Microsoft 

Development Network (MSDN) academic alliance and other sources. 
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• Microsoft Server 2003 Enterprise Edition 
This was the host for the network services in the virtual environment. 

 
• VMware ESX Server 3 

This was the platform that provided the virtual network infrastructure. 
 

• Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2005 
Visual Studio .NET 2005 was used to create scripts and easy-setup 
wizards. 
 

• Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 
Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 provides messaging in The Virtual 
Scalable Network’s environment. 

 
 
 
Conclusion 

The Scalable Virtual Network is more cost effective in regards to hardware, licensing, 

and network management, than most existing network infrastructures found in small-to-

medium-size businesses and non-profit organizations.  The Scalable Virtual Network also 

drastically reduces the need for a knowledgeable Information Technology department by 

automating design, development, and implementation of their network infrastructures.  

This allows the end user to pick the specific services for their own needs utilizing the 

Scalable Virtual Network’s easy setup wizards. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A. 

Initial Setup Guide for the SVN Setup on VMware Server 

1. To install the SVN on your VMware Server, you must first download the 

VMware’s Virtualization platform from their website: 

http://www.vmware.com/download/server.  Please refer to the VMware technical 

guide for more information on the process of installing VMware Server. Once the 

VMware Server has been installed onto your server, you can precede with the 

installation of the SVN Software. 

2. The 1st step in installing the SVN is to install the complied executable files onto 

the server which you are going to setup with SVN. To accomplish this browse to 

the location of the setup files and launch the Setup.exe file. Once this is executed 

the setup will install the SVN Setup wizard into the start menu, under “VMware 

SVN Setup” for easy accessibility.  

3. Once the SVN has been installed onto the server, you can proceed in placing the 

preconfigured Virtual Hard Drives on your network. While copying the Virtual 

Hard Drives onto your systems from the original media it is important not to 

change the directory structure of the files as the SVN looks at this structure to 

build your virtual network infrastructure. 

4.  Next launch the SVN Setup by browsing to: Start/All Programs/VMware SVN 

Setup and click VMware SVN Setup. This will launch you into the SVN Setup 

process. A welcome prompt will display asking what operations you wish to 

http://www.vmware.com/download/server
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perform. To launch the initial setup of your network server click “Launch Initial 

Setup”.  

5. The SVN Initial Setup page should now be displayed. Now enter the directory 

information of where the Preconfigured-Virtual-Hard-Drives have been place in 

the previous steps. Once the directory information has been entered you can 

choose to generate and register your virtual servers with the VMware Server. You 

can accomplish this in two different methods, first by selecting each server 

individually or secondly by selecting the “Generate All Servers”. Once 

Generation is complete you can log into the VMware Server Console and View 

your registered servers. 

6. To complete the base setup of your network start by turning on your Domain 

Controller, labeled as DC1, from the inventory list. After DC1 launches it will 

enter into a Mini-Setup allowing the entry of customization information specific 

to your installation such as; Accept the license agreement, Product Key and , 

Domain Name information. After the Domain controller has been configured you 

can launch each of the other servers that you wish to deploy and follow the same 

mini-setup wizard to personalize the servers to your organization.    
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Appendix B. 

Initial Setup Guide for the SVN Setup on VMware Virtual Infrastructure 3  

1. To install the SVN you must first install VMware Virtual Infrastructure 3 and 

Putty.  After the initial installation and configuration of the VMware Virtual 

Infrastructure 3 Server, you can then proceed with the installation of the SVN.  

Please refer to the VMware technical guides for more information on the process 

of installing VMware Virtual Infrastructure 3. Putty is freely downloadable from 

http://www.putty.nl . 

2. The 1st step in installing the SVN is to install the complied executable files onto 

the server which you are going to setup with SVN. To accomplish this browse to 

the location of the setup files and launch the Setup.exe file. Once this is executed 

the setup will install the SVN Setup wizard into the start menu, under “VMware 

ESX SVN Setup” for easy accessibility.   

3.  Once the SVN has been installed onto the server, you can proceed in placing the 

preconfigured Virtual Hard Drives on your network. Place the Virtual Hard 

Drives in the same location of the default storage area for the Infrastructure 3 

Server as defined in the configuration initial configuration of the ESX Server. 

While copying the Virtual Hard Drives onto your systems from the original media 

it is important not to change the directory structure of the files as the SVN looks 

at this structure to build your virtual network infrastructure.  

4. Next launch the SVN Setup by browsing to: Start/All Programs/VMware ESX 

SVN Setup and click VMware ESX SVN Setup. This will launch you into the 

SVN Setup process. A welcome prompt will display asking what operations you 

http://www.putty.nl/
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wish to perform. To launch the initial setup of your network server click “Launch 

Initial Setup”.  

5. The SVN Initial Setup page should now be displayed. Next enter the IP Address 

of the ESX server, also enter a user name and password that has full access to the 

ESX Server. Once this information has been entered you can choose to generate 

and register your virtual servers with the VMware Server. You can accomplish 

this in two different methods, first by selecting each server individually or 

secondly by selecting the “Generate All Servers”. Once Generation is complete 

you can log into the VMware Server Console and View your registered servers. 

6. To complete the base setup of your network start by turning on your Domain 

Controller, labeled as DC1, from the inventory list. After DC1 launches it will 

enter into a Mini-Setup allowing the entry of customization information specific 

to your installation such as; Accept the license agreement, Product Key and , 

Domain Name information. After the Domain controller has been configured you 

can launch each of the other servers that you wish to deploy and follow the same 

mini-setup wizard to personalize the servers to your organization.    
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